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Food, Fuel and Fiber
Guy Bailey
President

A new book looks at America in 2050 when our population tops 400 million. Texas
Tech is in a position to become the university that answers many of the questions of
where will the food, fuel and fiber come from to sustain that additional 100 million in
population growth the country will see in the next 40 years. Is Texas Tech the
university of the next 100 million? Our research strengths certainly put us in that
category.

Guiding Strategic Planning at Texas Tech – A Possible
Model for Peer Institutions

Bob Smith
Provost and Senior Vice President

During the past year, the Texas Tech University community has been actively
engaged in a strategic planning effort. The result – a plan prepared and reviewed by
the TTU Board of Regents on Feb. 25, 2010. The plan – Making It Possible: Texas
Tech’s Strategic Plan for 2010-2020 – and its development represent a success
story that deserves description for TTU community members and as a possible
model for other universities.

Seas of Change: Libraries in a Digital Age
Donald H. Dyal
Dean, Texas Tech Libraries

The Texas Tech University Libraries are in a constant state of change in order to continue to support the academic advancement of its
patrons. The demand for the most current technology and faster ways to research is high, and the TTU Libraries have stayed true to the
mission of the libraries but have molded itself to accommodate the lifestyle of the Digital Age.

Texas Tech Libraries "Making it Possible ..." – Meeting Your Research Needs
Marina Oliver
Associate Librarian

The mission of the Texas Tech University Libraries is to connect users with resources that advance intellectual inquiry and discovery. The
addition of a robust electronic collection of databases, e–journals and e–books is allowing the Libraries to deliver scholarly resources to
researchers’ desktops 24/7.

From the Heart of the Storm – Texas Tech's Field Research Programs
Tanya M. Brown
Doctoral Student

Texas Tech made headlines during the summer of 2009 for chasing storms. For five weeks in May and June, graduate students and
faculty from Texas Tech and their partners, University of Michigan undergraduate students, battled through the rain, wind, hail, and a
tornado, during VORTEX 2, the largest tornado research project in history, to collect valuable, one–of–a–kind data from the heart of the
storms.

On Commencement . . . The Value of Life's "Intangibles"
Donald E. Powell
Commencement Speaker

Donald E. Powell delivered the Aug. 8, 2009 commencement address to Texas Tech University graduates in Lubbock. His remarks to
graduates focused on life’s intangibles and the importance of truly learning from one’s experiences.
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Food, Fuel and Fiber
April  2010

Guy Bailey
President

A few hours of reading Joel Kotkin’s new book, "The Next Hundred Million: America in 2050" (New York: Penguin Press, 2010), started
me thinking that Texas Tech University is very well placed to contribute to the challenges facing America in the next 40 years.

Kotkin’s thesis, in part,  is that as our country’s population will grow by 100 million people to more than 400 million by 2050. He maintains
that growth coupled with technology advances will allow more people to live and work outside of our major cities, creating a resurgence
in America’s Heartland, an area of the country with room for the growing towns and communities made necessary by our next 100 million
people. He also argues this population growth will create heavier demands for food, fuel and fiber. While that is a simplistic view of
Kotkin’s book, it suggests that our location, at the base of the Heartland and our research strengths in the areas of food, fuel and fiber. If
Kotkin is right, we are positioned to become the university of the next hundred million.

As Texas Tech moves toward achieving National Research University, or Tier One, status we recently have finished a process of
establishing our top research priorities. While there are eight priority areas as codified in our new Strategic Plan for 2010-2020 (Making it
possible . .  .  ), the top three are improving food safety, security and quality; developing new sources of sustainable energy, and providing
sustainable agriculture and management – the very research areas that our country will need to draw upon as we move toward Kotkin’s
vision of America.

Consider what Texas Tech already has in place in these areas.

Food

Our International Center for Food Industry Excellence is a leader in
making America’s food safer to eat. At the heart of the research efforts:
finding ways to reduce contamination of Eschericia coli (or E. coli) and
Salmonella strains. We have made great strides in this area by, for
example, creating additives to cattle feed that will reduce pathologic
strains of E. coli at the feed lot.

A new English/Spanish language-based training program has been
developed that can be used in both the U.S. and Mexico to better educate
food processing workers as a way to reduce food-borne pathogens.

More than 40 percent of the economy on the South Plains depends on
agriculture. About 30 percent of the cotton and 25 percent of the cattle on
feed in the United States are located here. Our scientists are also looking
at economically viable production systems that do not deplete our natural
resources or damage the environment.

Fuel

Texas Tech is poised to emerge as a leader in renewable energy. As we look to future
alternative fuel sources, we continue to innovate ways to further develop traditional fossil  fuel
resources.

The Bob L. Herd Department of Petroleum Engineering is one of only 16 accredited programs
in the country. Research is underway on advanced drilling techniques, grid design and other
areas that will allow us to tap those hard-to-reach oil  and gas deposits that will provide much-
needed traditional fuel sources for the future.

In the renewable energy field, we have two generously faculty chair positions that we are
seeking to fill with nationally known researchers, one in solar energy and a second in another
energy-related field. A third unfilled chair would establish a nuclear engineering program at
Texas Tech.

Again using our massive agriculture base, our researchers are exploring how to turn non-food
crops as well as animal and plant waste into fuel sources. In the livestock-rich areas of Texas
and parts of the Heartland, the waste produced could be collected and converted into electricity
– enough, it is estimated, to provide a significant percent of the nation’s current electrical power
needs. When you add another 100 million people, the demand for electricity will skyrocket.
Researchers are also looking into the development of biofuels such as ethanol to cut our
dependence on gasoline. Our students compete in the EcoCAR (i.e., EcoCAR: The Next
Challenge sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy and General Motors Corporation), a
competition designed to produce vehicles that have minimal emissions and utilize alternative

fuel sources.

Fiber

Texas Tech has long been known for its cotton research. It’s a natural area of interest for us
since more than half of the country’s cotton production is in Texas, much of it at our door step
on the South Plains. We have a research team mapping the cotton genome, a breakthrough
that allows us to develop strong, more drought and heat-tolerant seeds. Our researchers are
examining ways of optimizing production systems and studying global markets to find ways to
help our farmers increase profitability.

The Cotton Economics Research Institute supports growers as well as the overall cotton
industry through its research into issues including marketing, trade and processing of the fluffy
fiber. Institute faculty work with research units throughout the United States and other countries
in disseminating its research results, which provide a litmus test for the U.S. industry in relation
to competing nations such as China, India and Brazil.

We also have used our fiber expertise to develop a non-woven dry wipe that has proven itself
the best for cleaning up chemical warfare agents and toxic chemicals. A study on the product
called Fibertect® was performed by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory using mustard
gas and other toxic chemicals. Researchers found that the Texas Tech-created product out-
performed 30 different decontamination materials, including materials currently used in military
decontamination kits. We are also working to develop fire resistant textiles, a specific need of
the U.S. military for fireproof garments that are easy and comfortable to wear.

If in fact, Kotkin is correct, and the U.S. grows to another 100 million in population in the next
40 years, then Texas Tech certainly is exceptionally suited to meet the needs of food, fuel and fiber in the oncoming decades.

Texas Tech’s first president, Paul Whitfield Horn’s 1925 speech entreated our founders that the university view all  that we do on a large
scale – "Let us make the work of our college fit with the scope of our country ... let our thinking be in worldwide terms." We have, in fact,
positioned ourselves to do just that – provide our country – and the world – its much needed necessities in the vital areas of food, fuel
and fiber.

Guy Bailey became the 15th president of Texas Tech University on Aug. 1, 2008.
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“Universities are the engines of economic growth, the custodians and transmitters of cultural heritage, the mentors of each new
generation of entrants into every profession, the accreditors of competency and skills, and the agents of personal understanding and
societal transformation.”

—Frank H. T. Rhodes (1926- )
Former President of Cornell University and Provost at the University of Michigan

During the past year, the Texas Tech University (TTU) community has been actively engaged in a strategic planning effort. The result – a
plan prepared and reviewed by the TTU Board of Regents (BOR) on Feb. 25, 2010. The plan – Making It Possible: Texas Tech’s
Strategic Plan for 2010-2020 – and its development represent a success story that deserves description for TTU community members
and as a possible model for other universities.

The TTU strategic planning development story can be divided into three parts: 1) pre-planning efforts, 2) planning activities, and 3) plan
dissemination and other follow-up efforts. Let’s consider these segments in order.

Pre-Planning Efforts

Strategic planning may be inspired by a number of people or factors. Here are some of the
most common genesis elements:

A new president or chancellor is appointed and she or he wishes to influence the future
direction of the institution.

The institution is a member of a system organization and the system administration directs
member units to engage in focused planning as part of a system-wide effort.

An institutional or system-level board of directors or trustees mandates the strategic planning
effort.

A state higher education board requests a strategic plan in connection with an executive
(gubernatorial) or legislative order or initiative.

A university-wide accrediting agency requires a strategic planning effort as part of an
accreditation process.

In the case of Texas Tech’s recent strategic planning efforts, all  of the above noted factors had
some role to play, although the first three were of preeminent importance.

Once the decision for Texas Tech’s strategic planning was made, a number of pre-planning
efforts were implemented, and here are the most important that occurred during 2008-2009:

President Bailey’s appointment at TTU in August 2008 came at a time when the University
was in the late stages of marshalling its efforts to appeal the probationary reaffirmation status that had accompanied an incomplete
filing of documents to the Southern Association of Colleges and Universities Commission on Colleges (SACSCOC) in late 2007. While
pursuing the reaffirmation remedial efforts, a need for more effective strategic planning became apparent. Additionally, President
Bailey’s penchant for institutional analysis helped him uncover a disconnect between prior TTU planning and state funding opportunities
– all  in the context of Chancellor Kent Hance’s challenge to increase appreciably enrollment at the university. President Bailey
immediately challenged Texas Tech to focus on national research university status with a paper entitled, “What Makes a National
Research University,” which he presented to the Strategic Planning Council and across campus. Following up on his financial intuition,
President Bailey developed a PowerPoint presentation on the financial results of earlier TTU enrollment decisions that failed to
maximize revenues through the Texas funding formula allocation process.

As suggested above, Chancellor Hance began – soon after his arrival in December 2006 – articulating a vision of a Texas Tech that
would make greater contributions to the Texas workforce needs through increased enrollment, retention, and graduation rates. After
extensive consultation with Texas Tech’s Strategic Planning Council, this theme became an integral element of a subsequent TTU
System planning effort that resulted in Leading the Way, a document presented to the TTU Board of Regents in August 2009. As would
be noted in the TTU campus plan, constructs were put into place to ensure articulation of the TTU System (Leading the Way) and TTU
campus (Making It Possible) plans.

The TTU Board of Regents – composed as it is with accomplished professionals who care greatly about the future of Texas Tech – has
displayed great interest and enthusiasm for compelling and effective strategic planning.

Texas Gov. Rick Perry’s enthusiasm for higher education reform – including emphasis on teaching excellence and cost effectiveness –
dovetails well with the strategic planning efforts that have been in place at Texas Tech since early 2009.

The Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board (THECB) and its planning mandates in connection with several statewide initiatives
(e.g., certification of Emerging National Research Universities [NRUs] and their progress towards NRU status) provided added impetus
for TTU’s strategic planning efforts.

With the above factors in place, a purposeful and re-invented strategic planning process began – based in part on prior efforts (Paton,
2009) – but initiated with the March 2009 appointment of the TTU Provost as chairperson of the university’s Strategic Planning Council
(SPC; see Appendix 1 for 2009-2010 composition). Accompanying the noted appointment was the recognition that the then-current 2005-
2009 strategic plan would end with the completion of calendar 2009. Accordingly, the goal of the SPC was to prepare a completed 2010-
2020 plan for President Bailey’s approval by Dec. 31, 2009. With a somewhat tight timeline in place, purposeful planning began in April
2009.

Planning Activities

After arriving at Texas Tech in February 2009, I followed up on early conversations with
President Bailey and our agreement that a web-based journal – All Things Texas Tech (ATTT)
– would serve as an apt vehicle for communication among members of the TTU community.
Thus, the first two issues of ATTT were published in April  and October 2009. Notably, articles
directly related to TTU’s strategic planning appeared in the two issues (Bailey, 2009; Paton,
2009; Smith, 2009a; Smith, 2009b). Drafts of two of these articles (Smith, 2009a; Smith,
2009b) were also used as the foundation for strategic planning-related meetings across
campus. Following is a listing of meetings and other interpersonal interactions that were critical
to the development of Texas Tech’s strategic plan for 2010-2020:

“What’s past is prologue.”

—National Archives
(Origin: William Shakespeare, The Tempest, act II, scene i, lines 253–54.)

 

A total of eight meetings were conducted by the Strategic Planning Council during 2009-2010
(through February 2010), including summary and preparatory presentations by the provost
and Taylor Eighmy, vice president for research, and a mini workshop on SWOT (Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats) analyses conducted by Ron Mitchell, professor of
entrepreneurship and holder of the Jean Austin Bagley Regents Chair in Management, in
TTU’s Rawls College of Business.

Two full-day retreats were conducted with university leadership, including all  members of the President’s Administrative Council, vice
provosts, and deans or associate deans of all  colleges, the law school, and the libraries, followed by a wrap-up meeting, reception and
dinner on a third day. President Bailey, TTU System Vice Chancellor for Policy and Planning John Opperman, and Chancellor Hance’s
Chief of Staff Jodey Arrington each attended one of the retreat sessions.

The provost and vice president for research organized 25 meetings with the executive leadership in every college and school and the
libraries, followed by open meetings with faculty and staff in the same units.

The provost and vice president for research (i.e., most often in joint presentations) made a total of 25 presentations to the university
leadership, Faculty, Staff and Student Senates; to the Horn Professors; TTU center and institute directors; the TTU/TTU Health Science
Center Postdoctoral Association; college external advisory boards; citizen groups representing Lubbock and surrounding communities;
and selected other venues including the Annual Seminar of the Registry of College and University Presidents (Peabody, MA),
leadership groups at TTU’s Centers in Seville, Spain and Quedlinburg, Germany; along with the Executive Leadership of the Leysin
American School in Switzerland, and the American College of Thessaloniki in Greece – the latter four presentations developed in
connection with expanded global outreach efforts, which are integral to the 2010-2020 plan.

In all,  presentations and portrayals of TTU’s strategic planning efforts were presented more than 50 times.

As an aid to conducting the strategic planning meetings – many of which were convened by the provost and the vice president of
research – an annotated outline was developed that contained descriptions of strategic planning components. Below is a copy of the
major elements from the referenced outline.

“We stand on the shoulders of giants.”

—Isaac Newton (1643-1727)
Also attributed to Bernard of Chartres (died circa 1124) with roots in Greek Mythology

Used frequently by Martin Luther King, Jr. (1929-1968) during his public life.

Annotated Outline: TTU Campus Strategic Planning

I. Thinking About and Honoring the Past (Paton, 2009)

1. Study the history of earlier strategic planning efforts, 2000-2009.

2. Integrate of current planning efforts with commitments to the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges (SACSCOC) regional accrediting agency.

3. Consider benchmarks in place for earlier strategic planning efforts plus outreach measures
currently under development.

4. Incorporate the results of SACSCOC Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP) efforts, “A campus
conversation on ethics,” with the current strategic plan.

5. Pose questions about prior plans: Did they provide a succinct vision, crisp narrative,
measured detail, strategic elements, inspirational or compelling arguments and elements;
references to state-wide imperatives (economic, cultural and intellectual);
recommendations to constituents and other bodies; benchmarking with national peers?

II. Crafting a Strategic Plan for 2010-2020

1. Develop a context for planning through the “Texas Tech is . .  .” exercise.

2. Imagine Texas Tech’s once-in-a-lifetime opportunity through House Bill (HB) 51 to move
from an emerging National Research University (NRU) to a NRU with entitlement to
funding through the National Research University Fund (NRUF) and the state’s Research
University Development Fund (RUDF) along with funding possible through the Texas Research Incentive Program (TRIP).

3. Develop a succinct vision statement (e.g., Texas Tech is a great public research university where students succeed, knowledge is
advanced, and global engagement is championed.) by combining the concepts: Where are we going? What will TTU look like when
we get there? But, remembering that a vision statement may reflect where we are already – at least to some extent.

4. Develop a mission (or role and scope) statement

Consider the questions: What do we do? How do we do it? Who do we serve? Include the elements of quality, scope,
responsiveness to need, uniqueness and effectiveness in crafting a mission statement such as: “As a public research
university, Texas Tech advances knowledge through innovative and creative teaching, research, and scholarship. The
university is dedicated to student success by preparing learners to be ethical leaders with multicultural and global
competencies. The university is committed to educating a diverse and globally competitive workforce, and enhancing the
cultural and economic development of the state, nation, and world.”

5. Assess the universities strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT)

Prepare a SWOT analysis based on the questions: 1) How does where we are going, what we are doing and how we are
guided mesh with state, national, and international developments? 2) What national and international studies or reports dovetail
with our plan?

6. Create goals and objectives

Remember that goals and objectives need some specificity, but they should not be too extensive or specific to allow for
development of more detailed goals and objectives at unit levels.

7. Benchmarking

Imagine a peer group consisting of the public research universities in the major athletic Conferences: Big 12, the Big 10, the
Pacific Athletic Conference (PAC 10), the Big East, the Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC), and the Southeastern Conference
(SEC).

Also consider the need to benchmark against other Emerging NRUs in Texas: Universities of Houston, North Texas, Texas at
Arlington, Texas at Dallas, Texas at El Paso, and Texas at San Antonio.

What key performance indicators (KPIs) should be adopted (e.g., undergraduate six-year graduation rates, annual research
expenditures)?

8. Develop recommendations to internal and external constituents (e.g., TTU campus community, governor and state legislature,
corporate community, K-12 education community, Lubbock and West Texas region).

9. Remember the need to dovetail university and college and school plans.

10. Resolve to correlate budgeting and planning through Responsibility Center Management (RCM) (Strauss and Curry, 2002) and
revenue enhancement efforts.

11. Integrate Digital Measures and TracDat Software capabilities for current and follow-up efforts in assessing progress towards
projected KPIs.

12. Publish the plan and annual reports, and data through the Voluntary System of Accountability (VSA) supported by the Association of
Public and Land-Grant Universities (APLU) and the American Association of State Colleges and Universities (AASCU).

“We trained hard – but it seemed that every time we were beginning to form up into teams we would be reorganized. I was to learn later
in life that we tend to meet any new situation by reorganizing: and a wonderful method it can be for creating the illusion of progress while
producing confusion, inefficiency, and demoralization.”

—Gaius Petronius Arbiter (circa 27-66 A.D.)
Member of Nero’s court [54-68 A.D.]

The outline (noted above) also contained a delineation of the university’s strategic priorities (see below) that were approved by the TTU
Board of Regents at its March 2009 meeting, or more specifically:

1. Increase Enrollment and Promote Student Success: We will grow and diversify our student population in order to improve higher
education participation and supply a well-equipped, educated workforce for the state of Texas. (Grow to 40,000 students by 2020,
with a heavy emphasis on increasing the number of transfer and graduate students and ensuring a diverse population of students;
concentrating not only on the size of the freshman class but also on retention and graduation rates at or exceeding the average of
the university’s peers).

2. Strengthen Academic Quality and Reputation: We will attract and retain the best faculty in the world in order to enhance our
teaching excellence and grow our number of nationally recognized programs. (Address student-faculty ratios to ensure quality of all
offerings; stress diversity in the hiring of all  faculty and staff).

3. Expand and Enhance Research: We will significantly increase the amount of public and private research dollars in order to advance
knowledge, improve the quality of life in our state and nation, and enhance the state’s economy and global competitiveness. (Build
infrastructure and direct internal resources to leverage extramural funding; pay particular attention to the needs of researchers and
scholars in areas such as the arts and humanities where external support is meager; increase yearly research expenditures from $58
million [FY08] to at least $100 million).

4. Further Outreach and Engagement: We will expand our community outreach, promote higher education and continue to engage in
partnerships in order to improve our communities and enrich their quality of life. (Texas Tech invests in Texas and its communities
through educational access for children and adults, basic and applied research addressing the most pressing problems of society,
and activities and services—bringing the best of TTU’s resources to people and communities throughout Texas and the world).

5. Increase and Maximize Resources: We will increase funding for scholarships, professorships, and world-class facilities, and
maximize those investments through more efficient operations in order to ensure affordability for students and accountability to the
State of Texas. (Seek new sources of public and private support, including donations and endowment funds for faculty positions,
student scholarships/fellowships, and programmatic support).

As the process continued, draft versions of the plan were used as frameworks for PowerPoint presentations and discussions with internal
and external constituent groups. At end, the Texas Tech strategic plan represented a strong testament to common understanding among
the university community and many of its supporters near and far. This latter claim continues to develop as a result of follow-up actions
that are considered next.

Dissemination and Other Follow-Up Efforts

Besides the critical elements described above (i.e., vision, mission, strategic priorities, goals)
and attendant narrative sections – written with an eye toward crispness and compelling
arguments, the finally crafted strategic planning document (http://www.ttu.edu/stratplan/)
contains short descriptions of individual and programmatic accomplishments made possible by
the university’s students, faculty, and staff members.

By the end of the spring semester 2010, it is anticipated the plan will have been sent to
presidents or chancellors, provosts or vice presidents (or vice chancellors) of academic affairs,
vice presidents of research (or equivalent), graduate deans, and selected academic deans at
the nation’s top public research universities, along with our sister Emerging National Research
Universities in Texas, members of TTU college and school advisory boards, and many
colleagues around the globe who collaborate with TTU faculty or staff through joint programs
(e.g., study abroad) and projects. We hope that these colleagues will review the fruits of our
efforts and possibly be struck by thoughts such as: “I had no idea about the wonderful things
happening at Texas Tech.” Or, “So that’s what is happening at Tech.” Or, “How impressive!”
There is no way to witness such thoughts or positive impressions but we do expect feedback
that will reflect such perceptions.

As we reflect on our accomplishments as a campus-wide community, we will also be reminded
that we are just beginning a new decade with initiatives and goals that must be met to see
Texas Tech’s dream of becoming a National Research University come true and indeed
continue to flourish. The world will continue to hear from Texas Tech as the university
community continues to contribute to Texas, the nation and the world throughout the second
decade of the 21st century. We salute and dedicate this account to all  who will help us make
the Texas Tech dream become a reality.

Epilogue

In a democratically organized and administered institution, through what we typically refer to as shared governance, an institution such as
Texas Tech, can bring strategic planning to fruition in remarkable ways with remarkable results. The shared governance groups may be
committees, councils or assemblages of individuals with a common purpose (e.g., a meeting of the university’s most distinguished faculty
members – the Horn Professors). In any case, establishing conversations around a common theme including the future of the university
in the case of strategic planning, as well as some common understanding of the history, role, and mission of the university often leads to
a distillation of insight and wisdom that is remarkably powerful. A case in point: the university Strategic Planning Council (SPC) – meeting
in October 2009 – convened in part to hammer out a draft vision statement for Texas Tech’s 2010-2020 strategic plan.

The council had ideas for a vision statement – proffered during several earlier meetings with university leadership. It also had a member
(Valerie Paton, vice provost for planning and assessment) who had just returned from a professional conference where role and mission
statements were discussed – but in the context of how dull and uninspiring many such statements seem among a myriad of higher
education institutions. Following some relevant guidance on crafting an “effective and memorable vision statement” (e.g., keeping it short,
making it flow like well-crafted poetry) the SPC members began calling out words, phrases, and sentences. Then, one member, Carole
Janisch, associate professor in the College of Education, with literary genius offered the progenitor of the vision statement that would
eventually be adopted by the SPC and the university. I  repeat it here and ask our readers to think about it once again: Texas Tech is a
great public research university where students succeed, knowledge is advanced, and global engagement is championed. Say it fast, read
it slowly, reflect on it, and you will feel its captivating power. One person’s creative impulse and many others’ dedicated and thoughtful
contributions have given us a great vision statement and yea (!) a strategic plan that we who love Texas Tech – want her to grow,
develop and excel for the good of Texas and the world – can take satisfaction with a job well done!
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In 2001, 400,000 to 500,000 books were circulated but
by 2009 with the increase in electronic assets, book
circulation had dropped to fewer than 129,000.

The advent of electronic resources
does not mean that visits to the
library are down. In 2001, walk-ins
to the building totaled about
700,000. In 2009, the number of
walk-ins reached 3.4 million.

Seas of Change: Libraries in a Digital Age
Libraries and Change  Signpost One: If is is not online, it does not exist  Signpost Two: It's all about convenience

Signpost Three: We plan for the future; we don't defend the past  Bibliography
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Donald H. Dyal
Dean, Texas Tech Libraries

Thousands of books, essays, and articles engage concrete issues: wars, politics, presidential succession, dates, people, events, places.
However, writings that deal with how something occurred or why it occurred are rarer. Rarer still are books delving into the history of
social changes.

Few inventions have had a greater impact on people living in the southern United States than refrigeration and air conditioning. In many
ways, these twin inventions created the New South. Yet, who can recall reading a history of air conditioning in the South – or even a
history of air conditioning anywhere for that matter? Clearly, such treatises exist, but patrons consult them infrequently. As someone once
suggested: Technology is the often-neglected insight into historical and societal change.

Change and the adoption and adaptation to new technology can be both disruptive and emotional. When individuals have mastered a
complex set of skills in a technology, these individuals can be emotionally challenged with the thought of discarding an older and familiar
technology for the newer and unfamiliar. Clear superiority will win many adherents to a new technology, but for some the new technology
creates disruption and emotional distress. It is an old and oft-repeated story.

In the multi-millennial history of commercial sailing vessels, for example,
the most controversial and perhaps interesting period is the span 1870-
1920, when maritime transport underwent enormous change. This half-
century witnessed commercial sail fall  from pre-eminence on most of the
world’s trade routes to virtual non-existence. In 1870, powered shipping
was in the ascendancy, but sail still owned the tonnage. Sail held on
because of a complicated set of economic factors and the enduring power
and emotional strength of an equally enduring way of life. After years of
arduous work to acquire the skills necessary to command in commercial
sail, many practitioners of sail were slow to accept the realization that such
skills were no longer necessary – in fact, the skills became irrelevant in the
face of new steam technology. There was disbelief among many that sail
would/could disappear. This cultural lag, an inability to see and come to
terms with a new reality, as the late William Fielding Ogburn stated it,

exists any time a dynamic change occurs in the way we exploit our resources through technology. The lag – or its effects – can be
particularly virulent if the change is sufficiently disruptive, that a life-way abruptly ceases (with its accompanying skills) and is replaced by
a much less rigorous skill set, or a set of skills in which there is little transfer from the old technology. In 1870, a ship figurehead carver
located in Bath, Maine, had backlogs of work. Twenty years later he was completely out of work.

In contemporary literature of 1870-1920, many hardcore sailors looked down on steam sailors as less skilled or less proven. While such
observations may have been the case from a particular point of view, they also missed the point. One technology displaced another and
the partisans in the struggle were not always aware of the displacement. Many sailing sailors willfully jumped ship for a berth in steam.
Others, however, were reluctant to leave behind the emotional, skill, and time investments in sail. Cloaked in phrases like "continuity" and
"integrity" – by which some may have meant hard-won stability and soundness or even honesty – these conservatives attacked changes
that threatened their world.

Risk-takers are not comfortable with stability and continuity; they espouse a different vocabulary. Interestingly, inventors and other
revolutionaries rarely use such vocabulary as stability or continuity. They often seek disruption or at least change. I am not sneering at
such attitudes or vocabulary – merely trying to shine a weak-battery flashlight on them. Many of us cherish our continuities and integrity
and perhaps rightfully so. However, when real change is here, the adaptation/adoption can be wrenching for many. Such was the case
when steam displaced sail. Such is also the case now when digital technologies have largely replaced paper and print.

While most adapt to a new technology rapidly, a minority shakes its head in disbelief, unwilling to acknowledge that real change has
arrived. They want the technology with which they are most comfortable to persist, regardless of the fact that the new technology is more
robust, more flexible, and more user-friendly than the old. Few have had a harder time with the change than the professionals who work
most acquiring it, managing it, developing it – our archivists and librarians. Perhaps there is no other entity on academic campuses that
has undergone more change and more rapid change than has the university library – and it is not over yet.

Libraries and Change.

Change? Don’t libraries do the same things they have always done?

Yes, the enduring missions of libraries continue:

Libraries acquire information.

Libraries organize information.

Libraries provide a suite of services to add value to this information and to reformulate it and reorganize it for users, or to enable users
to accomplish those changes to suit themselves.

The above-mentioned missions have not changed at all  in the last 5,000 years.

So what exactly has changed? – you ask. The manner in which individuals accomplish these activities has changed, and changed
dramatically. Let your retinas scan a few startling bits of data from TTU Libraries:

2001: Virtually no electronic resources existed in TTU Libraries

2001: Walk-ins to the building totaled approximately 700,000 per year

2001: Average interlibrary loan response time was more than two weeks

2001: Book circulations totaled 400,000-500,000 per year

2009: 99 percent of all  transactions occurring in the TTU Libraries occur electronically

2009: Walk-ins to the building totaled 3.4 million this past year, making TTU Libraries the most utilized facility on this campus by a
huge margin

2009: Three-quarters of all  interlibrary loans occur in fewer than 24 hours

2009: There is more than a 1,000 percent increase in content over 2001

2009: Book circulations are fewer than 129,000 per year

2009: Electronic downloads of content are the most prevalent form of library use – 10 times the quantity of all  other physical forms of
material retrieval

The digital revolution has already occurred. Alumni celebrating a 10th anniversary on campus do not recognize the Texas Tech University
Library.

How does one manage change in such a revolution? It is not easy. It is not straightforward. However, there are three signposts that give
direction and help.

Signpost One: If it is not online, it does not exist.

Categorically that statement is not true – but it feels as if it is true.

In the last scene of the hit 1985 movie, "Back to the Future," Dr. Emmett
Brown returns from a trip to the future in his stainless-steel-bodied
DeLorean automobile. Concerned about Marty McFly’s kids, Doc insists that
Marty accompany him back to the future. Brown throws some garbage into
his Mr. Fusion nuclear reactor, Marty jumps into the DeLorean, and Doc
Brown points the car down Marty’s short residential street.

"Hey, Doc! We better back up, we don’t have enough road to get up to 88
[mph]."

Doc lowers his mirror-finish futuristic shades and replies, "Road? Where
we’re going we don’t need roads."

In this succinct statement, Doc Brown identified the essence of what
technology does for us all  – it changes our perceptions of what is possible.
Technology opens the windows of the mind allowing the breeze to blow
through.

Distance education would be much more difficult, particularly graduate distance education, without the digital revolution. Imagine having to
mail hundreds of articles and books to wherever, so that students could accomplish course work or research. Much of distance education
depends on a digital library.

Routinely, TTU Libraries receive requests for materials which we already possess – but the request is for the same materials in a digital
format. Researchers who have been working with digital materials loathe returning to paper – it’s just that simple. Digital makes research
faster, easier to manipulate and edit, easier to store, retrieve and submit – it is just easier all  the way around. In addition, the amount of
digital content now available gives one an aggravated case of the staggers. Digital content is ubiquitous, and in fact, now governs as a
business model for those who want to be recognized for their research.

For example, much of the research of astronomy is done online. Images captured by various types of technologies are routinely loaded
onto interactive astronomy web sites where they are manipulated and further developed – the end product being far greater than the sum
of its parts. Astronomy journals, in the traditional sense, are vanishing (National Virtual Observatory and the Association of Research
Libraries Web sites). The leading edge of research is all  online.

The Virginia Center for Digital History and its unique Geography of Slavery pages suggest that granting agencies and historians
recognize the value and validity of extending digital technology (Virginia Center for Digital History Web site). Digital History, a site
developed and launched at the University of Nebraska Lincoln approaches the digital issue in a different but equally compelling manner
(Digital History University of Nebraska Lincoln Web site).

Research laboratory blogs report out initial or tentative results almost instantly and many fields are deliberately moving into an online
environment to manage timeliness and responsiveness.

TTU Libraries acquired the most sophisticated human anatomy models available – all  digital – and minus the smell of preservatives and
other noxious potions.

Engineers conceived, developed and tested NASA’s Mars rover digitally with an animated model before anything was ever actually built.
The 3-D and animation laboratory in the TTU Libraries has as one of its missions the opportunity to create new forms of engineering, new
forms of teaching, and new forms of visualizing for research.

In 2009, the Texas Legislature created a digital repository for the express purpose of ingesting K-12 digital textbooks to be used in
classrooms across the state. These students will quickly become totally fluent in digital technologies. In a few short years, students from
that digital environment will matriculate to colleges and universities looking for that which is familiar to them – digital content. We cannot
defend the past; we must plan for the future.

What is true today for researchers and pedagogues will be different tomorrow in terms of how researchers develop scholarly
communication models, teaching, and research practices.

Signpost Two: It’s all about convenience.

Tim Barton, the head of Oxford University Press USA, discussed his views
in The Chronicle of Higher Education beginning with an anecdote: while
grading an essay assignment, a professor at Columbia found that most of
the class cited a work that had been published in 1900, which had largely
been forgotten since. Why so many citations? Because it was online and
more recent work isn't. It is the principle of least effort, what is most
convenient, that governs most usage.

Barton went on to observe that if a relevant academic publication is
effectively invisible to the Oxford University Press target audience, then
the press is not succeeding as a publisher. And Barton has a very simple
definition of invisible: "what once seemed at least debatable has now
become irrefutable: if it's not online, it's invisible" (Barton 2009).

TTU Libraries’ experience corroborates Barton’s observations. While use
of print journals and print books is plummeting, the curve on increased usage of digital content is so steep that it gives viewers a
nosebleed. Students and researchers choose to work in the most convenient format – and today that means digital. This signpost’s
supports are not merely anecdotal; two recent authors concluded that information searchers always chose the easiest, most convenient,
most accessible information first (Liu and Yang, 2004).

Signpost Three: We plan for the future; we don’t defend the past.

Daniel Boorstin's book, The Discoverers, is a trove of quirky stories and details. At one point he tells the story of Cheng Ho, the great
fifteenth-century Chinese explorer who sailed down the east coast of Africa when that area was still unknown to the rest of the world
(except, of course to the Africans who lived there). After several triumphant navigational feats, Cheng Ho returned home in 1433 to find
that the emperor had forbidden any further foreign travel. Since China was the perfect center of the universe, its leaders had decided that
there was no need to confront other lands and cultures.

The Chinese, complacently convinced that they needed nothing from outside, instituted "The Great Withdrawal" from the rest of the planet
and from their fellow human beings. They could do very well without cares, interests or curiosity, thank you very much.

So the great names in the history of exploration belong to Scandinavians, English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, or Italians. No one
followed Cheng Ho to build on the knowledge he had gained, and the Chinese stopped building ocean-going ships. The great enemy of
learning and discovery has always been not so much ignorance as a lack of curiosity. Boorstin explains the motivation of all  great
discoverers is the "need to know – to know what is out there" (Boorstin 1983, 16). Implicit in the psyche of all  discoverers is deeply-
rooted curiosity. Interestingly, the root of the word curious means "to care." To care means, among other things, to engage the past, the
present, and the future. While the past always informs the present, history often does not inform the future. In TTU Libraries, it has
become agonizingly true that to plan for the future saves money and effort and expands possibilities; to defend the past often does none
of those.

Now about this point in the discussion, there is a level of discomfort among some of us because we have treasured beliefs about the past
and present – and the future, if it is primarily to be in digital form, looks uncomfortable to us. Those of us who are skilled sailors in the
paper world feel uneasy about both the digital present and prognostications of a largely digital future. We have questions, and they are
important questions. So let me try to answer some of them.

Question: So if the future is digital, what will happen to all  of the amazing information and treasure that heretofore has not been
digitized? A great question. I do not feel comfortable jettisoning the physical books just because a bunch of people – or even most
people – prefer to utilize the superior digital formats.

Personally, I  collect books – my training is in rare book librarianship and archival management – that is what I did for more than 30 years
prior to coming to TTU. I am the last one to argue that we pitch the past into the dumpster or that books are irrelevant.  I  am not
advocating the loss of physical objects and nowhere in my short article is anything remotely approaching such a view entertained. We will
continue to perform that mission. However, I am also not blind; nor can I ignore what is happening all  around me. The change in usage is
obvious even to a blind man sitting in the middle of Highway 84 with a Hefty trash bag over his head.  People are not checking out
books. Electronic versions of the Times best sellers out-sell the physical book by as much as three times in many cases. People use our
digital content 10 times more than our paper content. That is my point, and my only point. The revolution is already here. However, we
will continue to buy books and we will continue to house and care for the physical materials we possess. The danger on the horizon may
be that someday, for fiscal and cultural reasons, the decision may be made for us rather than by us. Librarians and archivists do not
control fiscal nor cultural events – and you probably do not either.

Question: But what about the survivability of digital content? Isn’t it notoriously fragile and prone
to loss?

Another great question. TTU Libraries spends many, many thousands of dollars of operational
funds annually to backup and create redundancies for its digital content. It is about as secure as
it can be. Is it perfect? – no, but neither is the security of the physical materials we possess.
There is a myth floating around that a physical book or a piece of paper has greater survivability
than its digital counterpart. The putative survivability of physical objects is questionable, at
best. Most of the 15th century books that we have today survived because they were locked
away in monasteries or baronial establishments where they were read not at all,  or only
infrequently – and where war and destruction did not intervene. The vast majority of materials
from that era have not survived. From previous eras, the record is worse – much worse. The
greatest library of history, the Alexandrian, survives only in collective memory. Of the other
great libraries of millennial antiquity, none survive. Interestingly, in the last 15 years, there have
been more than a dozen cataclysmic disasters in large university libraries in the United States –
University of New Mexico, Colorado State University, University of Colorado, University of
Hawaii, etc., have all  had substantial portions of their collections damaged or destroyed outright
by fires, floods, or by the sprinkler systems that law requires libraries to install. In every case,
the majority of the paper collections were lost irretrievably. They could not be replaced either
because there was no money or they were unobtainable, or both. Interestingly, the digital
materials lost could be up and running again almost overnight – either by replacement from
backups or from another source. These circumstances ask the question:  which is the truly
survivable medium – physical or digital? 

It is important that we understand what drives and has driven technological change in the
information world since the invention of writing. Two things seem to lead the way: cost and
convenience. Clay tablets are cheaper and last longer than paper. So why don’t we use them?
 Convenience. Instead of carrying around a briefcase or backpack, who would want to have to
use wheelbarrows or even pickup trucks to tote hundreds of pounds of clay tablets necessary

just to make up one book? Parchment gave way to paper because a parchment book often required the lives of hundreds of animals –
no one (except the church) could afford such books. Printed books, when introduced in the fifteenth century, were initially shunned by the
church as cheap imitations of real books – i.e., manuscript parchment books – and that was exactly the point. The inexpensive paper
book enabled an information revolution that helped to spawn and to grow universities and made learning available to many for whom it
was previously unavailable. The same engines are driving change today. What is behind the digital revolution? It is cheapness and it is
convenience – the two of which will trump everything else, every time. That is why if it is not online, it does not exist. That is why it is all
about convenience. And therefore, that is why we plan for the future; we do not defend the past.

In conclusion, one only needs to look at the endnotes of this brief article to note that all  of the resources are readily available from the
desktop except the Boorstin book, which does not (yet) have an accessible digital version. As a graduate student decades ago, looking up
footnotes took hours of painstaking and energetic labor. Now, footnotes can be accessed literally in seconds, if they are digital. If you
could/would look up the endnotes, would you actually bother to come to the library to find Daniel Boorstin’s book to check page 16 – or
would that be the one that is left out? It really is about convenience, and it really is about if “it is not online, it does not exist” for use.
Therefore, we cannot defend the past – we must plan for the future.
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The library has more than 250 computer workstations,
two laser printers, five desktop scanners and 10 high-
capacity laser printers available for use by patrons.

While the library has more than 2.5
million books, the electronic
collection includes more than
30,000 e-journals, and more than
19,000 e-books.

Texas Tech Libraries "Making it Possible ..." – Meeting
Your Research Needs
April  2010

Marina Oliver
Associate Librarian

The mission of the Texas Tech University Libraries is to connect users with resources that advance intellectual inquiry and discovery. We
believe that providing effective user service is our utmost priority. One facet of this service is the ability to deliver scholarly resources to
researchers’ desktops 24/7. While the libraries have an impressive print collection, more than 2.5 million volumes, it may surprise some to
know that the TTU Libraries has a robust electronic collection as well.  The e-collection is available to our students, faculty, and staff from
anywhere in the world where there is an Internet connection. The e-collection includes roughly 300 databases, more than 30,000 e-
journals and more than 19,000 e-books. What's more, the libraries are in the process of transitioning many of our print resources to
electronic format further expanding the online collection. We also provide chat and online reference as well.  As a result, users no longer
have to go to a physical building because we are also a virtual library.

In recent years there has been an increasing amount of medical and
biomedical research conducted on the TTU campus. In response, the
libraries are actively expanding our electronic collections to meet these
research needs. We significantly increased the number of e-journals
available to TTU from Elsevier B.V. and Springer Verlag LLC, two of the
most prestigious science, technology, and medical (STM) publishers in the
world. Both are known for their high impact, peer reviewed STM books and
journals.

In 2008, the libraries added almost every e-journal in Elsevier’s
ScienceDirect database. ScienceDirect is a leading full-text scientific
database offering journal articles and book chapters from more than 2,500
peer-reviewed journals and more than 11,000 books. TTU researchers’
response to this improvement was so overwhelming that in January the
libraries added ScienceDirect’s e-book collections as well.  On the heels of
the ScienceDirect success we increased our Springer e-journal collection to
include virtually all  journals and e-books published in SpringerLink.
SpringerLink is one of the leading databases for high-quality STM journals,
book series, and books as well.  By expanding the collection, TTU

researchers gained access to an additional 400 medical journals.

What's more, two new medical databases were recently incorporated into the libraries’ growing list of full  text resources, MEDLINE® with
Full Text and CINAHL® Plus with Full Text. MEDLINE® with Full Text is the world's most comprehensive source of full  text from medical
journals, supplying articles from more than 1,450 journals indexed in MEDLINE. Created by the National Library of Medicine, Medline
provides authoritative information on medicine, nursing, dentistry, veterinary medicine, the health care system, and pre-clinical sciences.
MEDLINE® with Full Text uses MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) indexing to search citations from more than 4,800 current biomedical
journals and contains articles for many of the most used journals in the MEDLINE index dating back to 1965. MEDLINE® with Full Text is
considered one of the best research tools for medical literature.

CINAHL® Plus with Full Text is the world's most complete nursing and allied health research database, providing full  text for more than
750 journals indexed in CINAHL. This resource offers complete coverage of English-language nursing journals and publications from the
National League for Nursing and the American Nurses' Association. CINAHL covers nursing, biomedicine, health sciences librarianship,
alternative/complementary medicine, consumer health, and 17 allied health disciplines. In addition, CINAHL® Plus with Full Text provides
access to health care books, nursing dissertations, selected conference proceedings, standards of practice, educational software,
audiovisuals, and book chapters. Searchable cited references for more than 1,300 journals are also included. Furthermore, CINAHL®
Plus with Full Text offers full  text for more than 240 books/monographs with coverage dating back to 1937, making this database the
ultimate research tool for all  areas of nursing and allied health literature.

The addition of these databases provides researchers article-level access for more than 2,100
journals in the areas of medicine and health care. Library users can access these databases
and any other TTU Libraries electronic resources from our homepage. Access to electronic
journals is also available via Google Scholar.

Of course, no library will have every book, journal, or database published. To complement our
print and electronic collections, the libraries provide Interlibrary Loan (ILL) services at no charge
for TTU faculty, students, and staff. That is, if we do not own the material needed by one of our
patrons, the libraries will borrow it from another library at no cost to the requester. Requests can
be submitted 24/7. We make every effort to fill our patrons’ information needs in the most timely
and efficient manner. Our patrons can expect to have their article requests filled, on average,
within three days and book requests within nine days.

Still not all  research needs can be met by articles and books. For those needs the libraries
provides the largest information commons on campus. We have 250 computer workstations, two
laser printers, five desktop scanners and 10 high-capacity laser printers available for patron use.
The libraries also provides access to AutoCAD, Adobe CS4 Master Collection, MS Office,
SPSS, SAS and a site license to Lynda.com which contains more than 37,500 online
technology tutorials. The library is leveraging social networking and Web 2.0 tools to connect
with users as well;  this includes profiles on MySpace, Facebook, Twitter and using videos on
iTunes University for instruction. In the near future we hope to have an online catalog
compatible with mobile devices. In a nutshell, the TTU Libraries are "Making it Possible ..."

Marina Oliver is Associate Librarian and Head of Electronic Resources & Assessment, Texas
Tech University Libraries; she can be reached at marina.oliver@ttu.edu .
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Mike Bettes (left) of The Weather Channel joins Texas
Tech team members Brian Hirth and Tanya Brown in a
timed mock-deployment of StickNet on live TV. Credit:
BCM, Texas Tech University.

TTUKA-1 gets up close and personal while scanning a
storm. Credit: BCM, Texas Tech University.

University of Michigan student Mike Texter and Texas
Tech University student Tanya Brown give this StickNet
a last check before racing away from the LaGrange,
Wyoming tornado to the next deployment site. Credit:
Adam Davis, University of Michigan.

Team members from Texas Tech and the University of
Michigan pose with The Weather Channel’s Mike Bettes
and get their guns up! Credit: Joe Merchant, University
of Michigan.

This StickNet probe located near Winnie, Texas survived
3.5 feet of rising water during Hurricane Ike and
collected a full  data record. Credit: Tanya Brown, Texas
Tech University.

From the Heart of the Storm - Texas Tech's Field
Research Programs

Instrumentation  Severe Thunderstorm StickNet Missions  VORTEX 2
Undergraduate Research Experience: The University of Michigan Partnership

Texas Tech University Hurricane Research Team  Summary

April  2010

Tanya M. Brown
Doctoral Student

Texas Tech made headlines during the summer of 2009. But the headlines were not focused on the upcoming football season or funny
comments made by former Head Coach Mike Leach. Instead, they were focused on a team of weather nerds. For five weeks in May and
June, graduate students and faculty from Texas Tech and their partners, University of Michigan undergraduate students, battled through
the rain, wind, hail, and a tornado, during VORTEX 2, the largest tornado research project in history, to collect valuable, one-of-a-kind
data from the heart of the storms.

The team’s efforts were documented and featured in daily clips on The Weather Channel, in newspaper articles, in interviews with local
media affiliates throughout the Plains, with the Washington Post’s "Capital Weather Group," and on the National Science Foundation’s
(NSF) LiveScience features. The team had some old pros and some newbies on board and traveled thousands of miles to unlock some of
Mother Nature’s most hidden secrets. The season culminated in dramatic fashion with the team finally making a tornado intercept with
only nine days left of the project.

Instrumentation

The backbone of Texas Tech’s field research programs is our unique surface observing platform called StickNets, so named for their
resemblance to a stick-figure. The StickNets are portable weather stations that measure temperature, humidity, pressure, wind speed and
direction, and precipitation. The 24 StickNets were designed and built, and are maintained entirely by Texas Tech students in the
Atmospheric Science Group and the Wind Science and Engineering Research Center.

Each StickNet consists of three parts: a 25-pound tripod with wind-sensing
instruments mounted on top; a 35-pound data acquisition box, which
collects and stores the data; and an 80-pound gray battery box, which
extends the instrument’s run-time in a hurricane and adds more weight and
stability to the platform. The StickNets are anchored to the ground via three
18-inch stakes driven into the ground through the legs. In the hurricane
configuration, a strap is attached to the platform and driven into the ground
with an earthscrew to provide additional stability. The StickNets travel in
covered trailers and 4x4 pickup trucks. It takes two people about two
minutes to deploy a StickNet for a thunderstorm, and about five minutes for
a hurricane configuration. The fastest wind speed ever recorded by a
StickNet in a severe thunderstorm is 80 mph, recorded in Valparaiso,
Nebraska during Project MOBILE (Multiple Observations of Boundaries In
the Local-storm Environment) 2008; the fastest speed recorded in a
hurricane was 108 mph which occurred with the landfall of Hurricane Ike
near Houston.

Over the past two years, Texas Tech has been designing, developing, and
constructing two state-of-the-art mobile radar systems. The first of these,
dubbed TTUKA-1, was completed just before the beginning of the severe

storm season of 2009. These radars operate in the Ka-band frequency (35 GHz), and provide increased sensitivity compared to
conventional radar systems, and offer high-resolution capabilities to capture the structure of the small-scale variability of the wind. The
second radar, TTUKA-2, is nearing completion and will further Texas Tech’s field observation capabilities. The two radars, coupled with
the surface observations provided by the StickNets will provide a 3D view of the wind structure of the atmosphere, and will allow a view
of the wind field at the lowest levels of the atmosphere where it interacts with man’s built environment. The radars can also be used for
numerous other studies; most recently they have been employed to evaluate wind flow through and around wind turbines and wind energy
parks.

Severe Thunderstorm StickNet Missions

During 2006, 2007, and 2008, the StickNets were used during the spring to collect weather data from severe thunderstorms making their
way through the Great Plains during Project MOBILE. Texas Tech teams have traveled as far as Minnesota to intercept these storms.

During thunderstorm missions, the fleet of StickNet vehicles consists of four trucks, each with three people and five-to-seven StickNet
probes assigned to it, depending on the vehicle. Two people are responsible for deploying the instruments, while the remaining person
serves as the navigator and remains in the vehicle to monitor radio communications and to log important information about the
deployments, such as the time, GPS coordinates, any obstructions to the flow, and any instrument damage or errors upon retrieval.
Teams travel in a caravan to target locations and wait for storms to develop, adjusting the location along the way. Once a target storm is
selected, suitable deployment roadways are identified. Two of the trucks begin setting up their instruments in a large-scale array, with
two-to-four miles between probes, about an hour before the storm will pass the target road. The remaining trucks wait to begin their
setup until the storm gets closer, so they can adjust their position if needed to ensure an intercept, then they lay out a fine-scale array,
with one mile or less between the probes. The goal of the missions is to collect data near the heart of the storm, to better understand the
near-storm environment and its effect.

The StickNets are vital to accomplishing this goal, as weather observations are quite sparse, especially across the vast areas of the
Great Plains. Prior to their development, researchers primarily relied on vehicle-mounted instrumentation, called Mobile Mesonets. Texas
Tech maintains a fleet of four Mobile Mesonets, and while these instrument suites can collect vast amounts of valuable data, their
proximity to the storm is limited for the safety of their passengers. Because the StickNets can be set up and left for the storm to pass over
them, the teams can quickly deploy them and retreat to safety.

VORTEX 2

The first phase of VORTEX 2 (Verification of the Origins of Rotation in Tornadoes EXperiment 2) began May 10, 2009, and lasted until
June 15. Texas Tech was one of many groups taking part in the multi-million dollar project funded by the NSF and the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). The goals of VORTEX 2 were to collect data from within a supercell  thunderstorm, to better
understand the near-storm environment and its effects on tornadogenesis. With this kind of understanding, scientists hope that they will
be better able to forecast tornado occurrences, improve warning times so people have time to take shelter as well as decrease false
alarm rates.

Texas Tech provided StickNets, which served as the primary surface observing platforms for the project. The StickNet team strategies
were virtually the same as in the 2006-2008 severe thunderstorm seasons. VORTEX 2 was the debut for TTUKA-1, which was
completed shortly before the project began. TTUKA-1 served as one of two tornado-scale mobile radars for the project, and captured the
evolution and vortex structure of the LaGrange, Wyoming tornado on June 5. Whenever possible, TTUKA-1 was located in the near
vicinity of the StickNet arrays, so that it could scan over the arrays to capture the 3D data that was desired. The Texas Tech VORTEX 2
team featured many veteran researchers to lead the efforts. All-in-all,  two faculty members, one research faculty member, and 14
graduate students from Texas Tech, along with six students from the University of Michigan, lent their time and efforts to make the project
a success. The Texas Tech team consisted of the largest number of total students, and the largest number of undergraduate students in
the entire VORTEX 2 project.

VORTEX 2 proved to be a challenging and rewarding experience. The
teams were on the road for almost 40 days, sharing hotels, eating fast food,
driving hundreds of miles a day, being away from their friends, families, and
daily lives, and putting their own research projects on hold to participate in
this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. Due to a slow storm season, only one
tornado intercept was made, but despite the lack of tornadoes, the StickNet
teams deployed 221 StickNet probes (including one six-hour stint of 36
deployments) for 25 storm events, many of which represented outstanding
null cases. In order to understand tornadoes better and improve warnings,
scientists must understand why some storms produce tornadoes while other
storms that appear to be the same do not, so the null cases are just as
valuable as the tornadic case.

The lone tornadic supercell  occurred on June 5 near LaGrange, Wyoming,
and was just what the project leaders were hoping for – slow-moving, long-
lived, and in an unpopulated area. The entire event was captured from
beginning to end. Teams were in place as funnels emerged from the
cloudbase three times before finally making contact with the ground
creating a tornado. Measurements were made until the tornado dissipated almost 30 minutes later. With all  of the radars and instruments
in place collecting data, this tornado is now the most documented tornado in history.

During VORTEX 2, several teams from The Weather Channel were embedded to document the project and educate the public about it.
Students and faculty from Texas Tech provided numerous interviews about the project, the instrumentation, and their specific missions
and tasks. The Weather Channel also featured live footage of storm intercepts and deployments, which included a StickNet deployment
on live television with the LaGrange tornado on the ground in the background of the shot. The following links can be used to view the
videos featuring the Texas Tech team and their instruments.

Tools of the Chase

What is a StickNet?

Radar Love

Hurry Up and Wait

High-tech Radar

Staying Ahead of the Storm

Playing Marco Polo

Multi-vortex Tornado! Holy Cow!

Today's Top Forecasts

The Analysis Begins

The Texas Tech VORTEX 2 team was also featured in a record-breaking five articles for NSF’s LiveScience online initiative, marketed
towards U.S. adults 18-54 who are intellectually curious about science and technology. The first article entitled "
Behind the Scenes: Students Venture into Hearts of Violent Storms ," which highlighted the StickNet instrumentation and previous
severe thunderstorm and hurricane intercepts, was released exactly one month before VORTEX 2 kicked off. An additional LiveScience
article entitled "Scientists Get in Path of Tornado " was released in August, and featured a photo of Texas Tech team members Ian
Giammanco and Frank Lombardo making a deployment with the LaGrange tornado looming down on them.

LiveScience also profiled three of our researchers – Chris Weiss, Giammanco, and Sarah Dillingham. Weiss  is an assistant professor
in atmospheric science and the principal investigator for Texas Tech’s involvement in the VORTEX 2 project. Weiss has participated in
field research since his time as a graduate student at the University of Oklahoma, where he worked under one of the most recognized
names in the world of meteorology, Howie Bluestein. During VORTEX 2, Weiss coordinated the efforts of all  four StickNet vehicles and
TTUKA-1, while also serving as the navigator and recorder for StickNet team 1. Giammanco , a then fourth-year doctoral student in
Wind Science and Engineering, had previously participated in Texas Tech’s field research in Projects WIRL (Wheeled Investigation of the
Rear-Flank Downdraft Lifecycles) in 2004-2005 and MOBILE in 2006-2008. He is also the field coordinator for the Texas Tech University
Hurricane Research Team (TTUHRT) and has participated in hurricane deployments since 2003. During VORTEX 2, Giammanco served
as the vehicle leader for StickNet team 3, and was also responsible for instrument maintenance and repairs and radio communications. 
Dillingham , a then first-year masters student in atmospheric science, was participating in her first organized field research program,
but she had plenty of experience handling the StickNet instruments. Early on in her career at Texas Tech, she took an interest in the field
instrumentation and learned how to maintain and repair the StickNets and participated in much of the testing and preparation leading up
to VORTEX 2. She is using StickNet data captured from Project MOBILE 2008 for her master’s thesis. During VORTEX 2, Dillingham was
a member of StickNet team 3, and served primarily as their navigator and recorder, but was also used in several deployments as well.
Each of these team members was instrumental in the first phase of VORTEX 2 and each provided a unique viewpoint on their
experiences in scientific research and their perspectives on the field research campaigns. All three will return for phase 2 of VORTEX 2,
beginning May 1, 2010.

Undergraduate Research Experience: The University of Michigan Partnership

Texas Tech is becoming very well known and respected in the world of field
research, with more than a decade of hurricane intercepts and many years
of severe thunderstorm research. The students have an outstanding
opportunity to work in the field and get a hands-on education of the
atmosphere and the instruments used to study it. Field research at Texas
Tech is unique because of the large participation and responsibility given to
the students. Texas Tech graduate students are more involved in the data
collection, analysis, instrumentation, and maintenance than at any other
university. This type of hands-on learning has generated much interest, and
has led to the partnership with the University of Michigan. Since 2006, the
University of Michigan’s Atmospheric, Oceanic, and Space Science
Department has sent a team of undergraduate students and their graduate
student supervisor to participate with Texas Tech in severe thunderstorm
research. These students receive credit for a summer course. For students
who do not see much severe weather in Michigan, they have an opportunity
to not only study severe weather but also to get hands-on experience in
field work, which is rare for undergraduate students.

During Project MOBILE in 2006-2008, the University of Michigan teams
were primarily responsible for operating the Mobile Mesonets, although
several students were also used in StickNet teams. During VORTEX 2, the

six Michigan students and their graduate student supervisor were vital to the project, scouting out open areas for TTUKA-1 to operate,
and serving as navigators and making deployments on the StickNet teams. Quite simply, Texas Tech could not have done it without
them. These students were phenomenal and shouldered the largest responsibilities of any undergraduate students on the project. The
Texas Tech team is very fortunate to have formed such a strong and valuable partnership with a peer public research university, and
looks forward to many more years of continued collaboration. This partnership is also a useful recruiting tool – Brad Charboneau, a three-
year member of the Michigan team, enrolled for his first semester of graduate school at Texas Tech in the fall  and will join return as a
seasoned veteran for the 2010 phase of VORTEX 2. An additional three-to-five University of Michigan students are expected to apply for
acceptance into the master’s program for next fall.

Texas Tech University Hurricane Research Team

In addition to ground-breaking severe thunderstorm research, the six members of the Texas Tech University Hurricane Research Team
(TTUHRT) use StickNets and TTUKA-1 to collect data from landfalling tropical cyclones, to document the wind field. These data are
especially important, as conventional observing stations often fail  in the prolonged high winds of a hurricane when the power goes out.
The group hopes that in the future, this kind of data can be provided in real-time to weather forecasters, emergency managers, and first
responders. There is also hope that engineers will be able to use high-quality data like this to build stronger buildings, to eliminate or
reduce the kind of wind damage caused during recent hurricane seasons.

TTUHRT has deployed field instrumentation into landfalling tropical cyclones since 1998, when team founder and principal investigator
John Schroeder completed a field study on Hurricane Bonnie for his own dissertation. Instrumentation at that time consisted of a single,
trailer-mounted instrumented 10 meter tower. Over the next several years a second trailer-mounted tower, and three free-standing towers
were constructed for use, and the SMART-radars were occasionally available for use in hurricane studies. Despite these assets Schroeder
and then newcomer Chris Weiss desired more observational platforms with a focus on making them rapidly-deployable so they could be
used for both severe thunderstorm work and hurricane research. Thus, the concept of the StickNet was hatched.

Although the fleet of 24 probes was fully completed by the 2007 Atlantic
hurricanesSeason, the lack of U.S. landfalls prevented a hurricane
deployment until the 2008 season. In 2008, the team made three
deployments, for Hurricanes Dolly and Ike in Texas, and for Hurricane
Gustav in Louisiana. Sixty-six probes were deployed for these systems,
covering a wide range of exposures and terrains. Probes were deployed on
sand dunes, on salt domes, on forts, on levees, at the Tabasco and Morton
Salt plants in Louisiana, and on the devastated Bolivar Peninsula.
Deployments in previous seasons featured the five towers from Texas Tech
and six towers from two other schools – 24 StickNets more than doubled
the number of observations available, and they proved to be more
maneuverable and more versatile than the bigger and more cumbersome
towers.

The StickNet teams can go places that the tower teams cannot and
because of the rapidly-deployable nature of StickNet, they can wait longer
before making deployments, resulting in better deployment accuracy as the
storm approaches the coastline. The StickNets have proven their value as a
cutting-edge tool for hurricane research, standing up to winds over 100
mph. They have survived rising storm surge water up to 3.5 feet, and
flowing surge water over 2 feet. A StickNet survived to capture a full  data record on the Bolivar Peninsula, where thousands of homes
were destroyed by storm surge. The team knows that there is no way to prevent hurricanes, but hopes that the data will someday make
forecasts and warnings better, and can be used to help prevent future losses.

The 2009 Atlantic hurricane season was a relatively normal season in terms of the number of storm systems, but there were very few
U.S. landfalls. The team deployed just once, for Tropical Storm Ida, an odd late-season storm that came ashore near Gulf Shores,
Alabama. The real objective for this season was to test TTUKA-1 in the tropical cyclone environment, and to collect overlapping data with
the StickNets. The deployment was a success and the team is looking forward to the second radar’s completion for use next fall. NSF’s
LiveScience again featured a piece on Texas Tech’s field research. An article titled "Storm Tracking Goes Hi-Tech " was released in
December, highlighting the team’s deployments for Tropical Storm Ida and featuring a photo of a StickNet perched atop Fort Gaines on
Dauphin Island.

Summary

The past decade has been an exciting time for Texas Tech’s field research
programs. Armed with the newly developed StickNets and the state-of-the-
art Ka-band mobile Doppler radars, Texas Tech has emerged as one of the
world’s top research programs for collecting field data in both thunderstorm
and hurricane environments. The assets and capabilities of the field
programs make this a desirable place for students to pursue graduate
degrees, and the applicant pool is increasing each year.

Team members have the opportunity to make a contribution toward
advancing the fields of meteorology and wind engineering, while studying
weather phenomena first-hand. Under the leadership of John Schroeder
and Chris Weiss, the Texas Tech teams will continue to push the envelope,
making scientifically-relevant deployments to collect valuable data, and
developing new, innovative technologies to study nature’s tempests. Look
for the Texas Tech VORTEX 2 team on The Weather Channel beginning
May 1, 2010.

 

 

Tanya Brown is a doctoral candidate in wind science and engineering, from Fayetteville, North Carolina. Her primary research interest is
the remote-sensing of windstorm damage. She has been participating in TTU’s severe thunderstorm research efforts since 2007 and will
lead one of four StickNet teams in the 2010 phase of VORTEX 2. She has been a member of TTUHRT since 2008, making deployments
for Hurricanes Dolly, Gustav, and Ike, and Tropical Storm Ida.
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On Commencement . . . The Value of Life's "Intangibles"
April  2010

Donald E. Powell
Commencement Speaker

I’m delighted to be here. This is a special place for me. I left my grandson last night who is in Colorado. He looked at me and said,
"Papaw, see my hat." I  said, "I do Dane." He said, "See the words 'Texas Tech' on it, that’s where I am going to school." So chancellor,
be sure he gets in will you? I have got to get him in.

I want to share with you for a few minutes some of the experiences in my life. The chancellor gave his age. I am 68 years old.
Sometimes there is an assumption that guys my age, that women my age, when they appear before you, they have done everything
correctly. I  have not. And I want to share with you a little bit about some of those life’s experiences as you go down the journey of life –
beginning tomorrow.

I am reminded of what Albert Einstein said. "Education is what remains after one has forgotten everything he learned in school." What
does that mean? I think he was referring to life’s experiences. And you have attended one of the great universities in the United States of
America and you’re prepared. Intellectually you’re prepared, you’re ready to go. As I told the chancellor, not only do you have the value of
a quality education, you have other skills that will serve you well in the days ahead: work ethic, character, attitude – all  those intangibles –
trust me – that employers are looking for.

I have seven other intangibles that have served
me and served me well.  The first of these: Find
a mentor.

Self-assessment is not one of my virtues. I need
someone to go talk to. I need someone I can
trust – someone I can pour my heart and my
soul out to. Find a trusted mentor. Find
someone that understands what you want to do
in life. It’s terribly important.

Incidentally, I  hope you know that you have
branded yourself today. And, you will continue to
brand yourself going forth. Perhaps your mom,
your dad, your grandfather, your grandmother
said to you, “you are known by who you
associate with.” You will forever be known as a
Texas Tech graduate. And believe me that is a
brand that is recognized well in the marketplace.
People understand what the TTU brand stands
for and means. You now have that brand – you
share in the TTU reputation.

Returning to the notion of a mentor, find
someone that you can share your thoughts, your

dreams, your desires, your problems, and your shortfalls with. I have a mentor even though I am 68 years old. In fact, I  have two. I have
an older mentor and I have a younger mentor. I  have one that is in the profession I have chosen. I have one that I go to about life. Find a
mentor. Find a trusted mentor.

My second intangible? What is your shelter when the storms of life occur? You may say, "You know, Don, I haven’t had any storms." But,
they’re coming and they’re coming faster than you would like. So, find a shelter for the storms of life. It’s very important. Family, friends,
and yes one’s faith, are terribly important shelters from the crises of life. You’re young, and disastrous things have probably not happened
to you yet. But, there may well be storms just in the next few years.

Try going to the major hospital in the city where you live and spend one day in the intensive care unit. Don’t bring a book, don’t bring a
newspaper, and you will determine and understand that you are not completely in control of your life. You may be used to – as I am – to
being a control freak. I have wanted to control everything. But, it is impossible. There are storms headed your way. Make sure that you
have a rock to hold on. Faith, family, and friends are very important as shelters from life’s storms.

The third intangible is one that I struggle with. I simply refer to it as: "Stand up, raise your hand, when it’s the right time and it’s the right
thing to do."

You have been faced with decisions in your life and you have to make decisions. Most of those decisions relate to "where will I  go to
school," "where will I  live," about boyfriends, girlfriends, careers, and things of that nature. It is probable, however, that you have not had
to face the critical decisions of right versus wrong. Some may have. I did not when I was young. But, in the last 45 days, I have
participated in a decision-making process where correct won out over what was the right thing to do.

I often tell  people that there are certain things in life that I don’t want my grandchildren to know about me. Let me share with you a
couple of them. One, is I have asked the question in business meetings: "Did we violate the law?" That’s not the best standard. It’s what’s
right, is the law. C.S. Lewis said it well,  "education without values only makes for a smarter devil." You’re educated, you are smart. Make
sure you stand up and raise your hand against things, situations, and events that are not right.

I don’t have to tell  you what is happening in the business world in America today. I have not
read today’s Wall Street Journal, but I will assure you that there are at least four stories therein
about malfeasance, about stealing, about violating laws, about violating regulations. It’s very
important that you distinguish between right and wrong. Ayn Rand noted, “Learn to distinguish
the difference between the errors of knowledge and breaches of morality.” It’s not a popular
notion. Truth and principle trump economics and relationships. Truth and principles always
trump relationships and economic reality. Do the right thing.

My fourth intangible? It’s terribly important that you become involved in your community. We
are all  interdependent. I don’t know of an independent man. I don’t know of an independent
woman. We’re all  dependent upon each other. That means that I have to serve, that means
that you have to serve and assist and help those that need your help. Become involved. That
means giving, not only of your time, your energy, and your money, but of yourself. It is very
important to become involved. The prophet Jamal noted well,  "All that you have shall someday
be given." It’s very important.

My fifth intangible is confidence. The educated man or woman of today is not the educated
man or woman of tomorrow. It’s critically important that you be confident. I  love to quote my
eighth-grade football coach who said "fake it until you make it" is garbage. You can’t fake it in
today’s world. You have to be confident. That means you have to educate yourself each and
every day. I congratulate you on where you are today in your life. But tomorrow the world will
be changed and confidence in facing change is extremely important.

My last two intangibles are attitude and enthusiasm. I love a winning spirit. I  love someone who approaches life with the proper attitude
and enthusiasm. Winston Churchill said "Success in life is the ability to go from one failure to another failure with no loss of enthusiasm."
You are going to be knocked down; get up! Be enthusiastic. Have a great attitude. It is very, very important that you do that. Tomorrow is
a new day. God’s given you a new day. Don’t waste it because you are paying the price for it. Live in tomorrow with lots of enthusiasm
and a great attitude. Swing the bat, run hard, go to the top level of the diving board, shoot the basketball, and never, never punt the
football. Thank you for considering my life’s intangibles.

Donald E. Powell served as Chairman of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation from 2001 to 2005. In 2005, President George W.
Bush appointed him as federal coordinator of Gulf Coast Rebuilding. Powell is a long-time resident of Amarillo and served as president
and CEO of the First National Bank of Amarillo, which he founded in 1997. Currently, he is serving as a Class I director of Stone Energy
Corporation, an independent oil  and gas company with headquarters in Lafayette, La. This paper is based on his Aug. 8, 2009
commencement address to Texas Tech University graduates in Lubbock.
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The Texas Tech Journal of Higher Education
“What we don't understand we explain to each other.”

– J. Robert Oppenheimer (1904-1967)
American Theoretical Physicist, Director, Institute for Advanced Studies, Princeton University and the Manhattan Project

What's it All About?

Understanding the world of higher education is clearly not as difficult as deciphering quantum mechanics, but insight into the former may
nevertheless seem dauntingly elusive at times. Enter All Things Texas Tech (ATTT) where higher education – its history, planning efforts,
policy, and developments are considered – all  in the context of Texas Tech University and the communities it serves.

Our higher education world is awash with information and interpretive commentary – some of it coming through blogs, e – mails, text
messages, and twitter – but often marked by contributions that are not as carefully or thoughtfully developed as our constituents deserve.
To fill the void, President Bailey and I have conceived of ATTT, which offers a vehicle for reasoned and well – developed essays and
articles – along with multi-media contributions – all  with the intent of illuminating the higher education and Texas Tech worlds we live in
and serve.

ATTT will be produced twice a year, at least for the first year or two. I will serve as editor and issues will have contributions by President
Bailey and other Texas Tech administrators. But, we also hope that faculty members, students, and staff professionals will find ATTT as
an attractive outlet for “explaining” all  we do among our colleagues and friends. For example, Valerie Paton, in her role as Director of
Texas Tech Strategic Planning has already gotten involved with ATTT as is evident through the relevant article in this first issue. Clearly,
many other individuals—from advising professionals—to faculty governance leaders – to academic community members spearheading
new initiatives and projects should consider ATTT as a way of communicating aspirations, goals, and developments.

Beyond information sharing, thoughtfully developed pieces on the challenges faced by higher education in general and Texas Tech in
particular may be aired through ATTT. In short, ATTT should help to illuminate all  that we do at our emerging national research university.
More specifically, ATTT contributions will include:

Videos or excerpts thereof of presentations by University community members or distinguished guests (e.g., honorary degree
recipients)

Articles on important university policies and procedures or revisions thereof (e.g., policies governing the use of human subjects in
research) and related efforts (e.g., regional and programmatic accreditations, responsibility centered budgeting and management)

Discussions of the legal and ethical bases of University policies and procedures (e.g., conflict of interest and conflict of commitment
policies) and special initiatives (e.g., Texas Tech’s Quality Enhancement Committee and it’s studies on ethics in operating procedures,
curricula, and student life)

Profiles of outstanding faculty, students and staff, highlighting especially the concept of integrated scholarship (i.e., the creative blending
of the teaching, research and service elements of the University’s mission)

Essays to promote understanding of the roles and responsibilities of key universities leaders (e.g., department chairs, ombuds
professionals, faculty, student and staff governance officers)

Narratives offering new perspectives on opportunities for study, research, scholarly and creative expression (e.g., study-abroad and
other internationally based collaborations)

Reports and background articles on university planning

The above list is purely illustrative. Indeed, we anticipate that creative colleagues across the Texas Tech landscape will find novel ways of
helping us all  understand better our complex enterprise.
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Contact Us
The submission of thoughtfully developed pieces on higher education in general and TTU in particular are welcome. Please direct your
inquiries and possible submissions to Bob Smith (bob.smith@ttu.edu ) or telephone Bob at 806-742-2184.
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